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ABSTRACT 

using 
A method for segmentiw aerial images 
edge information to create regions of 

similar or smoothly varying intensity is 
discussed, 
directly as 

Rqion segmentation using edges 
input cannot be successful 

because boundaries are seldom perfectly 
closed. In the present method, we 
preprocess the edge image to close gaps and 
create a binary image from which we extract 
the connected regions. We compare the 
results obtained with this method ar-d a 
traditional region-splitting method for 2 
different views of an aerial scene. 

I INTRODUCI'ION 

There have traditionally been two main 
approaches to the segmentation of images, edge 
based and region based. 

- Edge based methods 
discontinuity points 

Froceed by locating 

and connecting 
in the intensity image 

them to obtain primitives. 
They have the advantage of preserving most of 
the information present in the intensity 
picture but produce very low level primitives 
even after further processing (segments) [l]. 
They are very appropriate to describe 
elongated objects such as roads and rivers. 

- Region based methods proceed either by merging 
regions that have similar intensity and a weak 
boundary separating then 
recursively 

KWI, or by 
splitting regions using a 

threshold defined by histograms [4]. This 
last technique is very effective on 
multispectral images. These methods produce 
higher level primitives (regions with a set of 
attributes) , but most of the time these 
regions do not correspond to physical entities 
unless their intensity differs everywhere from 
the background. If the contrast is too weak, 
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the object will "leak" and will be merged with 
its background. 

We present here a method trying to combine the good 
points of the 2 methods described above. It 
substantially differs from the expansion- 
contraction aporoach used by Perkins [S] to bridge 
gaps in the edge image, and does not require an 
object's interior to contrast with its surround as 
in Milgram's "superlice" technique [6]. 

II DESCRIPTION OF THE MEYI'HOD 

From the grey-level image, we extract the edge 
points and organize them into linear segments. 
Using this edge information, we create a new image 
in which pixels beloming to an edge segment get an 
intensity depending upon the contrast of the edge 
at this point and the total length of the segment. 
We now bridge the gaps in the edges by replacing 
the intensity at each point by the sum of the 
intensities in a small square window centered at 
this point. Hy thresholding this new image, we 
obtain a binary image from which we extract the 
connected regions of intensity 0. These regions 
are smaller than the expected ones because of the 
smoothing process, so we expand each one 
individually to obtain the final result. 

4. - Processing the grey-level image 

We first extract the edges from the image, 
thin them and link them using the technique 
developed by Nevatia and Babu [l]. The final 
primitives we obtain are SEGMENTS, linear pieces 
approximating a set of edge points. The attributes 
of a segment are its 2 end points, its length L and 
its strength S, which is the sum of the contrast of 
each point. Since we want to eliminate the gaps in 
the edges following the boundary of an object and 
reduce the influence of small random or textured 
edges, we create an image f(i,j) as follows: 

if (i,j) belongs to a segment SEG 

then if LENGI!H[SEG] < MINLENGI'H 

then f (i,j) = LENGTH/SIRENGI'H 

else f(i,j) = STRENGTH 

else f(i,j) = 0. 
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This non-linear process permits us to recognize 
long (>MINLENGTH) segments and to give a high 
weight to their points. 

B. - Summing the Image -- 

Given the image f(i,j) , we use a simple 
texture/no-texture discrimination process by 
creating a,new image g(i,j) as follows: 

s(i,j) = c" E 31 ,m) 
l=i-n m=j-n 

That is, g(i,j) is the sum of f(i,j) in a square 
window of size 2n+l centered in (i,j). We then 
threshold this image to get a binary version of it: 

h(i,j) = 0 if g(i,j) < THR 
= 1 otherwise. 

C. - Extracting Regions 

From the image h(i,j), we extract all 
connected regions of intensity 0. Each region 
represents a shrunk version of a region in which no 
edges, or very small and weak edges, are present 
and the gap between the edge and the border created 
by the edge is n oixels, n being defined above. In 
order to reconstruct the physical region, we use a 
growing procedure on each region as described in 
[71: for each pixel, we consider a square window 
of size 2n+l centered at that point, and set the 
pixel to 1 if any pixel in the window is 1. One 
problem with this technique is that some corners 
get rounded. 

D. Interpretation - 

Each region now corresponds to a set of edges 
forming a nearly closed boundary enclosing this 
region. These regions can be further filtered by 
looking a 

3 
their attributes, such as area, ratio of 

perimeter /area and others. They can be the input 
of a region matching program or can be looked at 
individually to see if there is an adjoining 
projected shadow. 

III RESULTS 

We tried the above procedure on 2 views of the 
same scene showing part of the Fort Belvoir 
Military Reservation in Virginia. The original 
images have a resolution of 600 by 600 and are 
shown on figures la and 2a. Figures lb and 2b show 
the segments extracted from the intensity array. 
Note that the boundary of the large building in the 
lower left of fig. lb is not closed, or even nearly 
closed. Figures lc and 2c show the image after 
summation. The following parameters were used: n 
= 4 (that is, windows are 9 by 9), MINLENGIH = 12 
(minimurn length of a segment for non-linear 
processing). From these images we extract 
connected regions of intensity < 150. We now 
expand each region individually and filter out all 

regions with a value of perimeter2/area > 35 to 
obtain the final result, as shown on figures Id and 
2d. As we can see, no buildings are missed and 
their shape is rather well conserved. Figures le 
and 2e show the set of regions obtained by a 
conventional region splitting [4]. In both images 
the large building in the lower left is totally 
lost and some other buildings are merged into a 
single region. 

IV aNCLUSION 

The method described above provides better 
segmentation than region growing or region 
splitting techniques without semantic information. 
Computing histograms, especially on inonochronatic 
images, does not always provide a good threshold, 
even though edges define a clear boundary, We are 
currently investigating the exact effect of the 
parameters and a segmentation method coordinating 
edge information and region splittiq. 
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xe la. Or ig in1 imiqe resolution 6OCIx600 

Figure 112. 7 . Summecl liTIsyJe 

Figure lb, Seqyents extract& from t% 
or iqinal in;aTe 

Figure 14. Req ions froln the smm~? iwqP 

Figure le. Fmions obtsined by splittig 
:me thod 
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Diqure 2a. 3riainal imqe resolution 6!Nx50@ 
FiTure 25. Seqaents extracted fron the 

or iq inal imge 

Fiqurc 2d. Req ions from the summed iina,;e 

Figure 2e. Rgions obtained by splitting methd 
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